
 

 

 

Suggested Questions for 

 

 

Introductory Questions 

1. What is the article’s 

2. How do you relate this text to media theories already seen? 

3. How would you express your own judgment of the author’s article? 

 

Development Questions

4. Which are the main concepts? Please, identify and also define these key 
concepts for our media theory “thesaurus”. 

5. Do you identify the author’s arguments and assumptions

6. Could you question these assumptions and advance your own argument 
about them?  

7. What other topics
thesis, your own thesis, or media theory in general

 

Conclusive questions

8. How do you conclude you analysis and judgment of the text? 

9. Which questions for discussion 

10. Could you use some example/s to show the broader issues behind the 
text and your own analysis? 
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Questions for Analyzing the Course 

Introductory Questions (Short Weekly Comments)  

What is the article’s purpose?  

How do you relate this text to media theories already seen? 

How would you express your own judgment of the author’s article? 

Development Questions (Presentation) 

Which are the main concepts? Please, identify and also define these key 
concepts for our media theory “thesaurus”.  

dentify the author’s arguments and assumptions? 

Could you question these assumptions and advance your own argument 

s / concepts do you consider relevant for the author’s 
thesis, your own thesis, or media theory in general?  

Conclusive questions (Presentation)  

How do you conclude you analysis and judgment of the text? 

Which questions for discussion would you raise from the text

Could you use some example/s to show the broader issues behind the 
text and your own analysis?  
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